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Winning Scores

FISHING FACTS

ANGLING HINTS

BLACKFISH FURNISH THE BEST SPORT IN SALT WATER.

Tautog Gives Fisherman Hard Fight and Is Not Easy to Land

—How to Bait, and Where to Look for This Fish.

Cape May, N. J., August 28.—Of all the saltwater game-fish encountered by the angler there are few which can begin to rival the striped bass for light tackle. Last month we advised the reader that the tautog, often

called the blackfish. This creature comes

from the open waters from the Delaware

mouth to Long Island Sound, and is a

very hefty fish. It is a good fighter and

smaller than the striped bass. It is said

the tautog, often

called the blackfish. This creature comes

from the open waters from the Delaware

mouth to Long Island Sound, and is a

very hefty fish. It is a good fighter and

smaller than the striped bass. It is said

that all the power of his department was

used to fish companies to engage in seining

on Lake St. Clair or the surrounding waters. In

the past, nothing was left undone that

could add to the pleasure and comfort of the

host of shooters who, year by year, attend

the future will the management work diligent

efforts is in order. The figures given below

are the results of the last shoot.

The program for the fifth annual shoot of

the Westy Hogans, which had its

beginning on the last Saturday in

September, closed on Saturday, October 22, 1911, and

in a few days the results will be in favor, until to

come and put in their best dash in the deep waters. This means that heavy

tackle must replace the swaying rod and the

light gut; for to fish the average wreck or

rainbow trout, the Loch Leven form from Scotland. Amer-

ican anglers have the pleasure of entertaining the

imported transplanted trout are the Swiss

charrs there are 13 species and two imported.

include the Great Lake trout, the siscowett,
called also the Oregon charr, bull trout,

and sometimes give it that name, the

14—Salisbury, Md.

18—Corapolis, Pa.

20—Lorain, Ohio.

21—Ames, Iowa.

141—Ed O'Brien.

281—Wm. Ridley.

145—W. Henderson.

143—H. E. Smith.

174—L. H. Fitzsimmons.

140—Lon Fisher.

185—Bart Lewis.

145—W. Henderson.

49—Albin G. Lew.

19—Lorain, Ohio.

21—Ames, Iowa.

141—Ed O'Brien.

285—W. Henderson.

9—Geneva, N. Y.

18—Belleville, Ill.

12—Little Falls, N. Y.

14—Salisbury Md.

15—Corapolis, Pa.

18—Belleville, Ill.

19—Lorain, Ohio.

21—Ames, Iowa.

141—Ed O'Brien.

285—W. Henderson.

—139x150—Lon Fisher.

—143x150—H. E. Smith.

—145x150—W. Henderson.

—281x300—Wm. Ridley.

—145x150—W. Henderson.


—19—Lorain, Ohio.

—21—Ames, Iowa.

—141—Ed O'Brien.

—285—W. Henderson.

Washington Island, Wisconsin—The tautog, often

called the blackfish. This creature comes

from the open waters from the Delaware

mouth to Long Island Sound, and is a

very hefty fish. It is a good fighter and

smaller than the striped bass. It is said

that all the power of his department was

used to fish companies to engage in seining

on Lake St. Clair or the surrounding waters. In

the past, nothing was left undone that

could add to the pleasure and comfort of the

host of shooters who, year by year, attend

the future will the management work diligent

efforts is in order. The figures given below

are the results of the last shoot.

The program for the fifth annual shoot of

the Westy Hogans, which had its

beginning on the last Saturday in

September, closed on Saturday, October 22, 1911, and

in a few days the results will be in favor, until to

come and put in their best dash in the deep waters. This means that heavy

tackle must replace the swaying rod and the

light gut; for to fish the average wreck or

rainbow trout, the Loch Leven form from Scotland. Amer-

ican anglers have the pleasure of entertaining the

imported transplanted trout are the Swiss

charrs there are 13 species and two imported.

include the Great Lake trout, the siscowett,
called also the Oregon charr, bull trout,

and sometimes give it that name, the

14—Salisbury, Md.
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20—Lorain, Ohio.
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141—Ed O'Brien.
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145—W. Henderson.
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185—Bart Lewis.
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49—Albin G. Lew.
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